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Abstract 
We show how to implement divide-and-conquer algorithms without undue overhead on a wide 
class of networks. We give an optimal generic divide-and-conquer implementation on hypercubes 
for the class of divide-and-conquer algorithms for which the total size of the subproblems on 
any level of the recursion does not exceed the parent problem size. For this implementation, 
appropriately sized subcubes have to be allocated to the subproblems generated by the divide- 
steps. We take care that these allocation steps do not cause any unbalanced distribution of work, 
and that, asymptotically, they do not increase the running time. Variants of our generic algorithm 
also work for the butterfly network and, by a general simulation, for the class of hypercubic 
networks, including the shuffle-exchange and the cube-connected-cycles network. Our results can 
also be applied to optimally solve various types of routing problems. 
1. Introduction 
The divide-and-conquer approach is one of the most successful programming para- 
digms. Especially, in the field of parallel processing one of the most natural methods 
to solve problems is to divide them into subproblems (divide-step), solve these in 
parallel (recursion), and then recombine the solutions to a solution of the given problem 
instance (conquer-step). 
The complete execution of a divide-and-conquer algorithm can be visualized as a 
tree, with the root representing the given instance of the problem and the other nodes 
representing subproblems. In this tree, we can associate with each node (subproblem) 
the set of processors dealing with the corresponding subproblem. From this point of 
view, the problem of efficiently allocating sets of processors to the subproblems (nodes 
of the tree) becomes evident. Our goal in this paper is to solve this problem in a way 
causing minimal overhead in addition to the running time needed by the divide- and 
conquer-steps themselves. Unlike for PRAM’s [3] which provide complete processor 
interconnection and hence simple processor allocation mechanisms (but see also [14]), 
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this problem is much more difficult on network architectures. Two major hurdles are 
(i) allocating appropriately sized subnetworks to subproblems and (ii) routing the sub- 
problems to their subnetworks. 
These two objectives are conflicting with each other. If we want to find appropriately 
sized subnetworks leaving only very few processors idle, the subproblems might have 
to be routed over long distances. On the other hand, keeping routes short may imply 
that not enough suitably sized subnetworks are available. We show that a compromise 
between these two extremes of the trade-off yields asymptotically optimal results for a 
wide class of divide-and-conquer algorithms. 
Results concerning closely related allocation problems on the hypercube can be found 
in [ 1,2,4]. These papers consider the problem of allocating appropriately sized sub- 
cubes to incoming tasks in an on-line fashion on a hypercube that is already partially 
allocated. Our approach differs since we allocate subcubes to all subproblems on the 
same level of recursion simultaneously. 
A number of papers consider implementations of divide-and-conquer where each 
divide or conquer step is executed by a single processor. Under the assumptions that 
a divide step always creates two subproblems, one of which is sent out to another 
processor, and that the recursion stops at a fixed level, the resulting communication 
structure between processors is a binomial tree. Embeddings of binomial trees into 
de Bruijn and other networks are discussed in [ 151. In [ 131, the depth of this tree 
(which corresponds to the dimension of the required hypercube) is computed for a 
divide-and-conquer strategy yielding the minimal parallel running time. 
2. Fundamental concepts and notation 
2.1. Networks 
Consider networks consisting of p processors interconnected by bidirectional com- 
munication channels capable of transmitting one processor word of @(log p) bits per 
step (throughout the paper logx means log,x). In particular, we consider the family of 
Boolean hypercubes and the family of butterfly networks. Our main results also hold 
for the so-called hypercubic networks, such as the shuffle-exchange network, the de 
Bruijn network, and the cube-connected-cycles network, by a general simulation given 
in [ll]. 
A d-dimensional hypercube contains 2d processors. Their id’s are the strings in 
(0, l}d. Two processors are connected iff their id’s differ in exactly one bit. If we 
associate with each processor the integer represented by its id, the set of processors 
can be ordered according to this numbering. Let an interval [a, b) of processors in a 
hypercube denote the set of processors with numbers a, a + 1,. . . , b - 1. This interval 
is an i-dimensional subcube iff 2’ 1 a and a + 2’ = b. In this paper we consider only 
subcubes which are intervals in this sense (though there are many more subcubes). 
The size of a network is its number of nodes (or processors). 
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A d-dimensional butterjy contains (d + 1)2d processors named by tuples from 
[O,d] x (0, l}d. C onnections are between processors (i, a) and (i + 1, b) iff a = b or 
a and b differ only in position i + 1, where position 1 denotes the least significant 
bit. The set of processors [0, i] x [a, b) is an i-dimensional subbutterfly iff 2’ 1 a and 
a + 2’ = b. By cutting all edges between the nodes of level i and level i + 1 the 
d-dimensional butterfly is disconnected into 2d-i i-dimensional butterflies and 2’+’ 
(d - i - 1 )-dimensional butterflies. These subbutterllies will be used in our construction. 
We assume that the nodes in the butterfly network are ordered lexicographically, with 
the second component more significant than the first. An extensive collection of results 
concerning hypercubes and hypercubic networks can be found in [5]. 
In the following sections we will focus on hypercube algorithms. In Section 6 we 
then show how to modify our results for the butterfly network. 
2.2. Restrictions on the divide-and-conquer implementations 
We consider divide-and-conquer algorithms with the following properties: 
_ in the divide-step, each problem is split into subproblems with sizes adding up to 
no more than the size of the problem itself; the size of problems is measured in 
processor words; 
_ the solution to each subproblem is no longer than the subproblem itself; 
_ each subproblem is treated in a subcube of at least its size. The input of the divide- 
step is assumed to be stored contiguously, one word per processor, starting at the 
first processor of the subcube (interval), and the output of a divide step is a sequence 
of subproblems each stored in an interval of processors. The conquer-step works in 
an analogous manner. Note, however, that the intervals of subproblems are generally 
not subcubes. 
Let the running time of the divide-step and the conquer-step for inputs of size n 
be bounded by T(n), let the sizes of the generated subproblems be bounded by s(n), 
and let c be the size of problems solved without any more recursive steps. Then 
an obvious lower bound for the running time of the divide-and-conquer algorithm 
is 
F(n) = T(n) + T(s(n)) + T(s(s(n))) + . . + T(c). 
In the sequel we show how to reach this bound asymptotically for hypercubes and 
hypercubic networks. 
From the properties we agreed on for the divide-step and the conquer-step, the 
following algorithmic problems become apparent: 
_ the generated subproblems in general do not match the sizes of subcubes (resp. 
subbutterflies); 
_ in general, subproblems are stored in intervals which are not subcubes; rather, the 
intervals have to be routed to subcubes. 
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We define the subcube allocation problem with expansion x as follows: 
Suppose we are given a sequence of intervals of total length < n where 
each interval length is a power of 2. Then the intervals have to be aligned 
with subcubes in the interval [O,xn). The algorithm has to be executed on 
a hypercube whose size is the smallest power of 2 greater than or equal 
to xn. 
3. The suhcuhe allocation problem 
In this section we consider several subcube allocation algorithms for the hypercube. 
In the algorithms we use the following primitive operations for which logarithmic time 
algorithms are well known: 
- parallel-prefix (for a sequence al, a2,. . . , aP and an associative operator o, have, for 
all i, the ith processor compute the value of Oi<j<i aj) [12]; 
- pipelined parallel-prefix (O(log p) independent parallel-prefix operations) [lo]; 
- concentration routing, inverse concentration routing, monotone routing (each proces- 
sor is the source and the destination of at most one data item, the order of the data 
items is preserved by the routing, and, in concentration routings, the data items are 
concentrated to the leftmost processors, one item per processor) [7]. 
Lemma 1. There is an O(logn loglogn) time algorithm for the subcube allocation 
problem with expansion 1. 
Proof. It is sufficient to sort the given intervals according to their size in descending 
order, and to concentrate the resulting sequence to the left. As the length of each 
interval is a power of 2, a simple induction shows that the sorted intervals are aligned 
with subcubes. 
Using parallel-prefix computations and monotone routings each data item computes 
the length of its associated interval. There are at most logn distinct lengths. The inter- 
vals are divided into groups according to their lengths. Using parallel-prefix operations 
and concentration routings, the upper half of groups is concentrated to the left and the 
lower half to their right. This process is repeated recursively within the two halves 
until the intervals are sorted according to their lengths. The depth of the recursion is 
bounded by loglogn. 
If the running time of the given divide-step and conquer-step is only logarithmic in 
n, the above method leads to a suboptimal algorithm due to the log logn factor. Our 
next lemma shows how to achieve an optimal running time at the cost of a somewhat 
larger expansion. 
Lemma 2. There is an O(logn) time algorithm for the subcube allocation problem 
with expansion 2. 
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Fig. 1. Subcube allocation by a monotone routing. 
Proof. Assume that the sequence of intervals (each with length a power of 2) with a 
total length of n is stored in the leftmost processors of a hypercube of size at least 2n. 
We first route the intervals to the right so that immediately to the left of each interval 
there is empty space equal to the size of the interval. Then each interval is shifted 
to the left until it is aligned with an appropriately sized subcube. Because the empty 
space to the left of the interval has the same length as the interval itself, it (together 
with its two boundary points) is guaranteed to contain the left endpoint of a correctly 
sized subcube. In the shift operation, no two intervals interfere with each other since 
no interval has to be shifted by more than its own size (see Fig. 1). 
It is obvious that the final destinations of the intervals can be computed in advance 
and only one inverse concentration route has to be carried out. 
The following result shows that the two previous lemmata can be viewed as the 
extreme points of a trade-off between the expansion and the time required for the 
routing. For notational convenience let logx be 1 for x <2. 
Theorem 3. The subcube allocation problem with expansion 1 + E can be solved in 
O(log log l/a log n) steps, for t GE d 1. 
Proof. The main observation for this algorithm is that in an embedding of large in- 
tervals by the previous method the gaps between the intervals can be used to embed 
smaller intervals. Furthermore, this process can be repeated. 
Assume that n is the total length of the intervals. We divide the intervals into groups 
of sizes roughly equal to (1 + s)n/2, (1 + a)n/4,. , En, with smaller groups containing 
smaller intervals. More precisely, let gi be the total size of all intervals of length 2’ 
for Odid Llogn], and let 
G,=sn+ c gk, 
OSk<i 
y = [log(l + l/E)] , 
hj=min{iIGi>(l +.s)n/2j} (O<j < r). 
We divide the intervals into r groups So,. . . , S,_i (see Fig. 2). Sj contains all inter- 
vals of size a with 2h~+i =C a < 2h~ (setting h, = 0). The groups can be identified. 
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Fig. 2. Subcube allocation in groups. 
separated and sorted in O(log r logn) steps by the method given in the proof of 
Lemma 1. 
Denote by ISj) the total length of all intervals in group Sj, and let J = (0 <j < 
Y[ [Sjl # 0). Note that Gh, < (l+s)n/2j+gh,, and thus cjEJ Gh, <2( l+a)n+n. Assume 
that we have a hypercube of size at least cjEJ Gh, processors (we can simulate such 
a cube by the given cube with constant slowdown). We insert empty space between 
the groups so that for each nonempty group Sj an interval of length Gh, is available. 
Note that Gh, = Gh,,, + lSj[ and Gh,,, > (1 + s)n/2j+’ > [Sj I - gh, . Thus, the empty 
space available for each nonempty group Sj is more than the total length of all but 
the largest intervals in S’. In each nonempty group Sj, an embedding of the intervals 
into [0, Gh, ) is computed by concentrating the largest intervals to the front and using 
the method given in the proof of Lemma 2. 
Now we use the observation mentioned at the beginning of this proof. Suppose we 
have two embeddings of the following form: 
The first embedding maps a set of intervals, each of size at least 2’, to an interval 
[O,a) leaving empty space b; the second embedding maps intervals of size less than 
2’ into the interval [0, b) leaving empty space c. 
Then we can merge, in a straightforward way and using two monotone routings, 
the two embeddings into one embedding of all intervals in the interval [O,a) leaving 
empty space c. 
Applying this step repeatedly, the r embeddings computed above are merged into 
one embedding of all intervals in the interval [O,(l + E)IZ). This process requires 
O(log r log n) steps. 
It turns out that it is also possible to embed intervals into subcubes with expansion 1 
using only logarithmic time. For this algorithm we use our generic divide-and-conquer 
method presented in the following section as a bootstrap. 
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4. A generic divide-and-conquer algorithm 
4.1. A suboptimal solution 
As already noted in the introduction, a divide-and-conquer algorithm can be viewed 
as a tree with the root corresponding to the given problem, the other nodes correspond- 
ing to the subproblems, and the leaves corresponding to subproblems solved directly. 
Our first implementation of the divide-and-conquer paradigm proceeds in phases corre- 
sponding to the levels of the tree. Perform the following two steps synchronously for 
all subproblems on one level of the tree: 
Al. All subproblems at the current level of the tree are padded in size to the next 
larger power of 2 and are stored contiguously from the left end of the hypercube. 
Using the algorithm of Lemma 2, each subproblem is routed to its own subcube. 
A2. For each subproblem, the divide-step is executed within its associated subcube. 
When all subproblems are of some constant size, they are solved directly. In the as- 
cending (“conquer”) part of the algorithm we recombine these solutions to the subprob- 
lems. To guarantee correct combination of the computed results we have to remember 
the data movements made in the subcube allocation routines of the descending part, 
and reverse them. The data movements in the descending part of the algorithm consist 
of a single monotone routing per phase. If each processor stores whether or not it was 
the source of a data item, this routing can be reversed in logarithmic time. Thus, we 
only need a constant number of bits per processor and phase to store the moves. The 
reverse routing can be simplified at the cost of some additional memory requirements 
by storing, for each time step, which neighboring processor sent a data item. 
Note that in step Al in order to apply Lemma 2 the number of processors must be 
twice the total size of all padded subproblems, or up to four times the total size of the 
unpadded subproblems. Since the total size of all subproblems is not increased by the 
divide-step this condition is guaranteed by starting with a cube of size at least 4n for 
input size II, or, as we shall say subsequently, with an initial load of at most i. 
Each of the subcube allocation steps in the above algorithm takes O(logn) steps. 
Thus, the total running time is 
T(n) + wag n) + W(n)> + O(log n) + T(s(s(n))) + . . . + O(log n) + T(c), 
where again T(n) is a bound on the running time of the divide-step and the conquer- 
step, s(n) is the maximum size of a subproblem, and c is the size of problems solved 
directly. 
Since the time required for the subcube allocation steps does not decrease on deeper 
levels of the recursion, this running time may be significantly larger than the lower 
bound F(n). In our next algorithm we manage to resolve this deficiency by restricting 
the subproblem allocation routings to smaller subcubes. 
To solve this problem, one could try to allocate subcubes to subproblems generated 
from a problem x only within the subcube allocated to x. But in this way the maxi- 
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mum load of subcubes on each level of the recursion would, in the worst case, grow 
exponentially with the depth. Consider, for example, a problem x of size n split into 
a subproblem x’ of size 12 - 1 and a subproblem of size 1. The subcube allocated to 
x’ must have almost twice the load of the cube allocated to x. 
A better solution is to allocate subcubes within ranges that are small enough to use 
fast allocation algorithms, and large enough to give us the flexibility in rearranging the 
subproblems so as to avoid a dramatic growth of unbalance in the distribution of the 
data items on deeper levels of the recursion. The details of this method are presented 
in the following subsection. 
4.2. An optimal solution 
We describe the descending part of our optimal algorithm. For an i-dimensional cube 
C, which is initially the whole cube, the algorithm consists of the following two steps: 
(1) Execute steps Al (subcube allocation) and A2 (the divide-step) on C until all 
subproblems are smaller than 2 [i/41. 
(2) Divide the subproblems in C into 2ri/21 roughly equally sized groups as follows: 
Concentrate all intervals comprising the subproblems to the first processors in C, say 
[a,a+n’). For all j with O<j < 2rii21, assign to group j all intervals beginning in 
Route the intervals of group j into the jth [i/2j-dimensional subcube of C, i.e., the 
subcube starting at processor a +j 2 Li”l. Execute steps (1) and (2) recursively for each 
of these subcubes provided that their dimension [i/2] is not below some appropriately 
chosen constant do. Otherwise, all subproblems are of constant size and are solved 
directly. 
To guarantee that the subcube allocation steps in the phases can be executed cor- 
rectly, we had to assume in the previous subsection that the initial load of the cube 
was at most i. 
Lemma 4. With an initial load GO.183 and do = 8, the above algorithm is never 
invoked on a subcube with a load > i. 
Proof. Consider an i-dimensional subcube C invoking, in step (2), the algorithm re- 
cursively for an i’-dimensional subcube C’. Let Z(C) and Z(C’) denote the load of C 
and C’, then we have 
l(C’) < ( Z(C) 2’ 2’-” + 2’i’4’ $ > 
= Z(C) + 2Li14Jei’ = l(c) + 2liP-Lii2~ 
d l(C) + 2-“/2. 
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Thus, if we start from a d-dimensional hypercube, then for an i-dimensional subcube, 
for which the algorithm is invoked recursively, the load is bounded by 
0.183 + 2-14’112 + 2-11421/21/2 + . . +2-i/2 < 0.183 + C (2-‘!2)(2’) 
/a0 
An easy computation shows that this sum is less than i for i3 8. 
To analyze the running time of this divide-and-conquer algorithm, we only have to 
consider the descending part, because the ascending part is symmetrical. 
Let us at first estimate the running time of step 2, the grouping and routing of 
subproblems. These operations need O(i) steps in an i-dimensional subcube. But as 
the dimension of the subcubes is halved on each level of recursive calls, the sum of 
these running times is O(logn). 
Next, consider step 1. The time needed for the subcube allocation algorithm (step 
Al) executed in an i-dimensional subcube is O(i). We compare this time with the 
running time of the immediately following divide-step (step A2) in the largest allocated 
subcube, which must be at least of size 2 li/4J by our termination criterion for the loop 
of step 1. Provided that the running time of the divide-step or conquer-step is T(n) = 
0(logn), we spend R(i) steps for this divide-step or the corresponding conquer-step. 
Therefore, the subcube allocation steps cause only a constant factor overhead in the 
running time. 
We should note here that the authors could hardly think of a divide-step and conquer- 
step for any nontrivial problem running in o(logn) time on the hypercube. Indeed, 
for a hypercube-algorithm with running time o(log p) the output of any processor 
can only depend on the input of less than pC processors for any E > 0. Some 
processors cannot even communicate with the immediately preceding or following 
(in the canonical ordering described earlier) processor since those might be too far 
apart. 
Theorem 5. Given a divide-step and a conquer-step satisfying the assumptions listed 
in Section 2, with running times T(n) = R(logn) on the hypercube, there is an 
algorithm solving problems of size n on a [lognl-dimensional hypercube in time 
0( F(n)), with 
F(n) = T(n) + T(s(n)) + T(s(s(n))) + . . + T(c), 
for some constant c and a bound s(n) on the size of subproblems. 
Proof. We have given an algorithm achieving the time bound on a hypercube with 
an initial load of at most 0.183. This larger hypercube can be simulated by a [log nj- 
dimensional hypercube with a slowdown of at most 8. 
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Fig. 3. Recursive subcube allocation algorithm. 
5. Applications 
In [6] a divide-and-conquer algorithm is given that performs a special class of partial 
permutations called parentheses-structured routings in logarithmic time on hypercubes. 
In a well-formed string of parentheses, these partial permutations map each opening 
parenthesis to its matching closing parenthesis. The method used in [6] employs spe- 
cific properties of this problem in order to obtain an efficient implementation of the 
algorithm. The generic approach presented in this paper provides an alternative imple- 
mentation with the same running time. 
As another application of Theorem 5, we present a subcube allocation algorithm with 
expansion 1 for hypercubes which runs in logarithmic time. 
Let d be the dimension of the cube. We execute the following steps (see Fig. 3): 
(i) Separate the small intervals of size < 2rdi31 f rom the large intervals concen- 
trating the large intervals to the left and the small intervals to their right. 
(ii) Let n’ denote the total size of the large intervals, and set n” = n’/2rdi31. 
Redistribute the large intervals by performing an unshujj‘le permutation, i.e., route the 
data item stored in processor i + j 2rdi31 (for 0 < i < 2rd/31 and 0 < j < n”) to 
processor j + i n”, using a bit-permute-permutation [8] and a concentration routing. 
Now consider each of the intervals [in”, (i + 1) n”) as a new subproblem for this 
subcube allocation algorithm, whose corresponding (and identical) subsolutions can be 
combined by reversing the above routing. 
(iii) Cut the sequence of small intervals into groups of contiguous intervals, each of 
length between 2L!dl and 2Ltdl + 2rdi31 (only the last group may be smaller). This 
can easily be done by cutting near multiples of 2 Lfdl + 2rd/31-1. 
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(iv) Use a pipelined segmented parallel prefix operation to find the distribution of 
interval sizes within the groups. Then, in each group of size s mark a set of intervals 
with a total size of s - 2Lgdl. 
(v) Concentrate the marked intervals to the right. Sort them together with the last 
group in order of descending size. Since there are 0(2jd) data items to be sorted, this 
step can be performed in logarithmic time using sparse enumeration sort [9]. 
Again note that each group of size 2 ]ddi comprises a subproblem; after solving 
these subproblems, all small intervals are embedded into subcubes. 
The divide-step and the conquer-step just outlined can both be implemented in log- 
arithmic time on a d-dimensional hypercube. All generated subproblems are of size 
~2 Lid]. Thus we can apply Theorem 5 with 
T(n) = O(logn), s(n)<?, and hence F(n) = O(logn), 
and obtain the following theorem which improves on Lemma 1 and 2 and on 
Theorem 3: 
Theorem 6. There exists an O(log n) time algorithm for the subcube allocation prob- 
lem with expansion 1. 
6. The Butterfly 
For the butterfly network we require two modifications of the method presented in 
Section 4. 
The first modification is due to the fact that butterflies cannot easily be divided into 
subbutterflies. In step 2 of the optimal divide-and-conquer implementation, a butterfly 
network of dimension 2 i + 1 is divided into 2i+2 i-dimensional butterfly networks 
whereas a butterfly of dimension 2 i has to be divided into 2’ i-dimensional and 2’+’ (i- 
1)-dimensional butterflies. The grouping of subproblems has to be adjusted accordingly 
so as to distribute the load roughly equally to the subbutterflies. 
Considering step 1, the subnetwork allocation problem appears to be slightly more 
complicated for the butterfly than for the hypercube. There is a solution to the sub- 
network allocation problem for the butterfly with constant expansion. But the task of 
routing each subproblem into its allocated subbutterfly appears to be much easier if 
we additionally require that subproblems be at least of size ( Li/4j + 1) 2Lii4i in an 
i-dimensional butterfly. 
For the following lemma assume that the intervals to be embedded have lengths 
matching the sizes of butterflies, i.e., (k + 1)2k for nonnegative integers k. 
Lemma 7. The subnetwork allocation problem with expansion 8 for butterflies can 
be solved in O(logn) steps if each of the intervals given in a d-dimensional butter$y 
is at least of size ( [d/4] + 1) 2 ldj41. 
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Proof. Let a sequence of intervals be given, and let the length of the jth interval be 
(di + 1) 2d~. Since the expansion is at least 8, we have 
Using the simple technique of Lemma 2, a sequence of intervals with lengths 2d~ can be 
embedded into subcubes of a d-dimensional hypercube without changing the order of 
the intervals. If, in the hypercube, the j-th interval had been embedded in [aj, aj + 2dj), 
then we solve our actual problem for the butterfly by routing the j-th interval to the set 
of processors [O,dj] x [aj, aj + 2d~). This routing is monotone in the chosen ordering 
of the d-dimensional butterfly and can be performed in logarithmic time. 
For the i-dimensional butterfly we substitute the upper bound for the subproblem 
sizes that we could guarantee after step 1 by ( [i/4] + 1) 21iw. We can also achieve 
this bound by collecting, after each execution of steps Al and A2, those subproblems 
that are already smaller than ( [i/41 + 1) 2 lij4J to one end of the butterfly and subdividing 
further only those subproblems that are still too large. In this way we can guarantee 
the condition of Lemma 7. 
A proof very similar to that of Theorem 5 (and therefore omitted) yields: 
Theorem 8. We are given a divide-step and a conquer-step for a problem P satisfying 
the assumptions given in Section 2 with running times T(n) = R(logn) on a butterjy 
of size b(n), where b(n) is the smallest size >n of a butter$y. Then P can be solved 
for instances of size n on a butterjy of size b(n) in time O(T(n)). 
There are many networks with a structure very similar to the butterfly. These hy- 
percubic networks include the cube-connected-cycles network, the Benes network, the 
shuffle-exchange network, and the de Bruijn network. The analogue of Theorem 8 is 
valid for each of these networks. This follows from a result shown by Schwabe in [l l] 
stating that a network of one of these types can be simulated by a similar size network 
of any other type with a constant factor slowdown. To obtain Theorem 8 for some 
family F, we have to simulate the divide-step and the conquer-step by a butterfly, apply 
Theorem 8, and simulate the complete butterfly divide-and-conquer implementation on 
the given network of type F. 
A direct proof of Theorem 8 for each of the hypercubic networks seems to be difficult 
because the subnetwork allocation problem can become quite complicated. Indeed, for 
the cube-connected-cycles network, it is unsolvable since no connected regular network 
can contain a regular subnetwork of the same degree. 
7. Conclusion and open problems 
In this paper we have implemented divide-and-conquer on the hypercube and the 
hypercubic networks with an asymptotically optimal running time. If the goal is mini- 
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mizing the constant factor in the overhead caused by our method, there are a number 
of design decisions that can be made, depending on the parameters r(n) and s(n). 
We have presented different subcube allocation algorithms, and one could use different 
subcube sizes for the recursive calls and different parameters for allocating subcubes. 
The choice of parameters given in this paper works relatively well in all cases. Indeed, 
it is not even necessary to know the bounds T(n) and s(n). 
If T(n) = o(log n log log n) the simple subcube allocation algorithm with expansion 
1 of Lemma 1 should be used. Compared with the implementation given in section 4 
this choice improves the processor utilization by a factor of 2 while increasing the time 
for subcube allocation to an amount still negligible compared to the total running time. 
In this way, the slowdown in the final simulation of the sufficiently large cube by the 
given cube is halved and the total running time is nearly halved. Further improvements 
in processor utilization can be achieved if, for the allocation of subcubes, the whole 
cube is considered on each level of recursion, which was our first “suboptimal” solution. 
Again, this implementation should be chosen if T(n) is sufficiently large. 
A more general (and, of course, more complicated) approach to the problems con- 
sidered in this paper would be to allow the total size of subproblems generated on any 
one level to exceed the original problem size and/or to allow the number of processors 
performing a divide-step or conquer-step to depend non-linearly on the problem size. 
Another interesting open question is to find an optimal algorithm for the subcube al- 
location problem with expansion 1 with a smaller constant factor and a less complicated 
structure. In particular, we would like to know whether there exists such an algorithm 
employing only a constant number of monotone routings, bit-permute-complement per- 
mutations, and sparse enumeration sorts. 
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